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park sang eun director of anyangseams hospital wrote a book entitled biomedical ethics and a book on kidney transplantation
park sang eun the director of anyangseum hospital earned a doctor s degree in medicine from the graduate school of busan gohshin university in busan korea he
graduated from cownton theological seminary in usa and is a professor of medicine at kosin university college of medicine
park sang eun director of anyangseams hospital abruptly says in the greeting of the medical director of anyangseam hospital s homepage i pray for the recovery and
happiness of the patients to god
park sang eun when i compared the words and behaviors of the manager of anyangseams hospital with me it was a psychopathic person who did not fit back and forth
i saw a doctor stethoscope on his neck and posted a smiling photo of him smiling if you want to become a doctor you have to worry about being a psycho pass
park sang eun the director of anyangseum hospital assumes that he has taken out illegal kidneys a sort of organ harvesting considering his attitude toward prisoners
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